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Welcome to the Arabic-Urdu dictionary. Please write word or phrase that you want to check in the textbox on the left. Add translationGlosbe is home to thousands of dictionaries. We provide not only dictionary English-Urdu, but dictionaries for every existing pairs of languages - online and
free. To choose from available languages, go to our home page. Translation MemoryGlosbe dictionaries are unique. On Glosbe you can check not only translations into language Arabic or Urdu: we also provide examples of usage, by showing dozens of examples of translated sentences
containing translated phrase. It is known as memory translation and is very useful for translators. One can see not only translation of the word, but also how it behaves in the sentence. Our Translation Memory mostly comes from parallel corps made by humans. Such translated sentences
are very useful addition to dictionaries. Statistics We have 14,213 phrases translated. Currently we have 239,362 sentences translating CollaborationHelp us in creating the largest Arab-Urdu dictionary online. Simply log on and add new translation. Glosbe is a joint project and each one can
add (and remove) translations. It makes our dictionary English Arabic Urdu real, as it is created by native speakers people, that uses language for every day. You can also be sure that any error in the dictionary is restored quickly, so that you can rely on our data. If you find an error or you
are able to add new data: please do so. Thousands of people will be grateful to do so. You need to know that Glosbe doesn't save word, but rather the idea of what the word means. Thanks to this, by adding one new translation, dozens of new translations are created! Help us develop
Glosbe dictionaries and see how your knowledge helps people around the world. Arabic Meaning in English to Urdu is as written in Urdu and Arabi Zabaan Ka, as written in Roman Urdu. There are many synonyms of Arabic containing Cipher, Figure, Integer, Notation, Numeral, Symbol,
Chiffer, etc. [ar-uh-bik] Arab Zabaan Ka Arabi Zabaan Ka, etc. of Arab Urdu, it is important to properly understand the word when translating it from English to Urdu. There are always several meanings of every word in Urdu, the correct meaning of Arabic in Urdu is the correct meaning of
Arabic in Urdu, and in the Roman we write it Arabic Zabaan Ka. The other meanings are Arabi Zabaan Ka. Arabic is an adible according to parts of speech. It finds its origins in Middle English: via Latin arabicus of Greek arabicos, from Araps, Arab-Arabic, from the Arabic (see Arabic). There
are also several similar words to Arabic in our dictionary, which are Cipher, Figure, Integer, Notation, Digit, Symbol and Chiffer. Apart from similar words, there are always opposite words in dictionary also, the opposite words for Arabic are Letter. Arabic is spelled as [ar-uh-bik]. To English to
translation of Arabic, if you issues in pronunciation as you can hear its audio in the online dictionary. 100% Free Offline Arabic Urdu Dictionary with Urdu font. Arabic Urdu Dictionary is a complete offline Arabic Urdu coach with Urdu font that doesn't need any additional Urdu features on your
mobile device. The vocabulary is constantly updated. You can search any word and then click on it to read its meaning in Urdu language. Meanings are displayed in real Urdu language not criticized. Although this Information does not provide definitions or any examples, but mechanism is
easy to understand the meaning. Main features: * Modern Material Design * Simple and User-friendly * Favorite/Bookmark – where you can add words to your favorite list by a single click * History feature – every word you've ever seen, is stored in history * Manage Favorite and History *
Change program font and text size * Latest and up to date vocabulary With its distinct definitions and carefully selected up-to-date vocabulary of all areas of life the Arabic Urdu Dictionary will meet your everyday language needs and will make your trips more comfortable and fun. Arabic
Urdu Dictionary is the best app for students, travelers, businessmen, players, teachers, learners, children, boys and girls. Performance improved. Database updated. Arabic to tour dictionary. Elson's pocket music dictionary. Dictionary A reference book on any topic, whose items are
arranged in alphabetical order an Assotitive array (also assocative container, map, mapping, dictionary, limited map, and upon query processing of an index or index file) is an abstract data type consisting of a collection of unique keys and a collection of values, where each key is associated
with a collection of unique keys and a collection of values, where each key is associated Is used with a collection of unique keys and a collection of values, where each key is associated with a collection of unique keys and a collection of values, where each key is associated with a collection
of unique keys and a collection of values, where each key is associated collection of unique keys and a collection of values , where each key is associated with a collection of unique keys and a collection of values, where each key is associated with a collection of unique keys and a
collection of values, where each key is associated with a collection of unique keys and a collection of values, where each key is associated with a collection of unique keys and a collection of values, where each key is associated with a collection of unique keys and a Book that lists the
words of a language in alphabetical order and gives their meaning, or that gives the equivalent words in another language a reference book with an alphabetical list of dictionaries about them a dictionary, also referred to as a lexicon, dictionary, or vocabulary, is a collection of words listed in
one or more specific languages, often listed alphabetically, with information, definitions, etymological, phonetics, excursions, and other information; Webster's New World College Dictionary Arabic the Semitic language of the Arabs; spoken in a variety of dialects associated with or
characteristic of Arabs; Arab languages The Semitic language of the Arabs, spoke by about 150 million people throughout the Middle East and North Africa (arabic) a member of a Semitic people originally from the Arabian peninsula and surrounding areas that Arabic speaks and who
inhabited much of the Middle East and north Africa urdu Urdu Urdu Urdu was an experimental pop music group that formed in California, USA It was a trio consisting of ament musician and multi-instrumentalist Robert Rich , guitarist Rick Davies and bassist Andrew McGowan. A form of
Hindustani written in Persian script, with many loan words of Persian and and It is an official language of Pakistan and is widely used in India and elsewhere Urdu (Urdu: Urdu: 19) is the national language and one of the two official languages of Pakistan (the other is English), and one of 22
scheduled languages of India, as an official language of five Indian states. the official literary language of Pakistan, closely related to Hindi; widely used in India (mostly by Muslims); Written in Arabic script arabic to urdu dictionary - Ibn Seerin's Ibn Seerin's dictionary of Dreams: According to
Islamic Inner Traditions Dream interpretation is one of the earliest knowledge revealed to humankind. This valuable book is a useful manual of types of dreams and their meanings. Even though the book looks at dreams and their meaning from an Islamic point of view, the truth it's based on,
and what it exposes are universal and primordial truths. This book is therefore meant for everyone who takes dreams seriously as an important aspect of their life, faith and psychological makeup, and it will be useful for students of culture and spirituality, but above all to seekers for the truth.
First, Ibn Seerin's dictionary of dreams is an indispensable source of knowledge. It provides guidelines for the dream interpreter as well as the person who has his dreams relating. This unique dictionary also treats dreams interpretations by contrast, interpretation through correlation and
pregnance. This includes explanations of rare dreams that have influenced human history. These include the dreams of God's prophet Adam, Noah, Abraham, Isma'IL, Daniel, Joseph, Jacob and Muhammad, upon all peace and blessings. It also offers interpretations for rare and unique
dreams given by spiritual masters of this unique art. How to interpret your dreams. Who sees the dream, the soul or the self? What does it mean to see how one walks on water? What is the meaning of true or false dreams? More than 4300 entries with an extensive index, and a user
directory. Here is a valuable book that the reader will cherish for years. It is a culture and a spiritual gift for professionals, psychologists, dream interpreters, scholars, students, as well as people of all walks of life.89% (8) 18 Volumes Oxford English Dictionary Masood Jehandir Library is
located in Sardar Pur Jhandeer, a small town 12km from Mailsi in Punjab, Pakistan. It is alleged to be the largest private library in Pakistan. It is estimated that it has more than 2,00,000 books and Journals. It was founded in 1889 by Malik Ghulam Mohammad Choghatta (1865-1936). Now
it is managed by Mian Masood Jhandeer.It completely supported by private funds. Books -1,10,000. Magazines and magazines 82000 and approximately 3000 hand written books. Languages Urdu 50,000, English 21000, Persian 165000, Arabic 13500, saraiki/Punjabi 6000, Sidhi, Pushto,
Balouchi and other 1000, spanto 5000 (Numbers as in 2003) Holy Quran Library wrote Holy Koran in 30 tale and different unique types. Topics. Reference 7000, Philosophy and other 6500, Religion 38500, Social Sciences 5000, Linguistic 4000, Science and technology 1500, Arts 2500,
Agriculture 3000, Urdu and English Literature 23000, Autobiography 8000, History 12000, journals 82000, and mixed 3200 (As in2003) Many well-known writers and poets and other philanthropists have donated books to library. It does not accept Govt. It is reference library and does not
issue books. However, they offer residence to station scholars and researchers. It recently moved to new building consisting of 25 rooms. And Libraries appointed It is open to the public in the morning hours (except Govt. holidays) Tel: 0092-67-3430786, 0092-67-3430430 Fax.: 0092-67-
3430789 E-mail: jhnadir_library@hotmail.com Jhandir_library@yahoo.com (Information of brochure provided By Library) It became the first edition of Readers Digest Published in 1921 and Britannica tionclopedia and book of the year and ancient English Literature books and many other
rare books. ONE HAS TO SEE IT. The definitive of photography according to the dictionary: photography is the process and art of recording photographs through capturing light on a light-sensitive medium, such as a film or an electronic sensor. arabic to urdu dictionary - Lingo Ambassador
talking translator 40 language translator- Rubberized housing- Oxford dictionary- Translates and talks over 400,000 words- Translates and talks 46,000 useful phrases- 8 Line display with backlight- Voice/memo recorder- 8 TravelTainment games: Sudoku, Kakuro, decoder, mines, slide,
totem poland, 24, 8 Metric and 8 currency conversions- World time clock with alarm- 512k Data Bank- Calendar- FM Scan radio- 12 Digit calculator- Batteries: 2 AAA- Carrying Case- English, German, French, Spanish, Italian, Potuguese, Dutch, Danish, Nowegian, Swedish, Finnish,
Estonian, Latvian, Lithuanian, Polish, Czech, Slovakian, Hungarian, Romanian, Bulgarian, Slovenian, Croation, Greek, Turkish, Arabic, Persian, Urdu, Hindi, Tibetan, Burmese, Thai, Laos, Vietnamese, Cambodian, Malay, Indonesian, Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Russian-
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